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to proceed, you need to sign into your autodesk account as the user who will receive the license
keys. you can do this by clicking the my account button located on the top left corner of the tool bar
and then select sign in. if you have not registered your product yet, you will be prompted to sign up.
to check if the product key has been activated, start your autocad application and select file >
product license. enter the product key and the license details and check the status. to activate your
product, install a license on each computer that will use the autocad product. autodesk does not
automatically activate the license. click yes on the email you received from autodesk to install the
license on each computer. if you need product activation tips and tricks for autodesk products, check
this page https://support.autodesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/201547536-what-does-the-confirmation-
window-check-when-the-activation-window-is-activated . at its core, the technology is based on mesh
modeling with subdivision surfaces, and the ability to generate a surface from a collection of
triangles. this capability for an assembly of simple surfaces with a single object as a base is unlike
any previous method for modeling, and it helped to transform the way people perceived and thought
about three-dimensional objects. the development of the parameterization language offered a simple
and elegant means for creating highly detailed surface modeling, which could be applied to any kind
of complex, curved surface. in the case of autocad, a "parameterized" surface could, for example, be
created from the location, orientation, and radius of a circle, or from the location, orientation, and
rotation of a sphere or torus.
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